Important Numbers

Mayor & Council Office  480-782-2200
Police (non-emergency)  480-782-4130
Fire  480-782-2120
Graffiti Hotline  480-782-4322
Block Watch  480-782-4967
Code Enforcement  480-782-4320
Permits  480-782-3000
Signage  480-782-3065
Street Closure  480-782-3500
Street Light Repair  480-782-3460
Neighborhood Registration Program

The Neighborhood Registration Program was designed to foster greater communication between neighborhood groups and the City of Chandler. The Neighborhood Programs Office helps educate residents on the benefits of neighborhood organization as well as to provide support to neighborhoods working to help themselves.

The foundation of the program is a neighborhood registry, which provides a direct link between your neighborhood and the City of Chandler. The registry is also useful to City staff, who may contact your neighborhood regarding issues of interest.

Benefits of Registering Your Neighborhood

- Eligibility for the Neighborhood Grant Program
- One-on-one assistance organizing your neighborhood
- Notification from developers interested in obtaining neighborhood input on projects
- Map of your neighborhood available at [www.chandleraz.gov/infomap](http://www.chandleraz.gov/infomap)
- First to receive press releases and information on city events, workshops and other valuable educational opportunities
- Presentations to HOAs and Traditional Neighborhood groups by various City staff
- Facilitation of neighborhood meetings
- Assistance in starting your own neighborhood newsletter & web page
- Promotions & special offers from the Chandler Center for the Arts
- Receive “News For Neighbors” a quarterly newsletter that addresses topics specific to neighborhoods and their residents
- Free printing services for your neighborhood newsletter, fliers or invitations to special neighborhood events
- First to receive email notifications on services, programs and classes that will benefit your neighborhood

How do I Register my Neighborhood?

First, meet with a few neighbors to decide on a name for your neighborhood and define your boundaries. Your boundaries can consist of one city street, two city blocks, or your HOA. You define them!

Second, complete a neighborhood registration form, which can be obtained through the Neighborhood Programs Office.

Third, assign a neighborhood leader (primary contact) and a secondary neighborhood contact that will represent your neighborhood.

To obtain a Neighborhood Registration Form, contact the Neighborhood Programs Office at 480-782-4354 or visit [www.chandleraz.gov/neighborhoods](http://www.chandleraz.gov/neighborhoods).

What are the Responsibilities of a Neighborhood Leader?

As a primary and secondary contact you need to be willing to disseminate information to your neighborhood if an issue arises. Ideally, the primary contact will work with other neighbors to address issues that involve the neighborhood. A secondary contact will provide support to the primary.